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Abstract. Image interpretation is particularly important in many real
applications (video monitoring, biometrics, etc.). Due to the prolifera-
tion of image interpretation systems in the literature, their evaluation
still remains a crucial stake. Among all the tasks in this field, the
quality of object localization is often evaluated through an evaluation
metric. We propose to review these techniques and study their reli-
ability. We first propose a generic definition of a localization algo-
rithm. Then, different state of the art techniques to evaluate image
interpretation results are detailed. Secondly, we focus on metrics
that enable us to evaluate localization results. We propose a general
methodology to analyze the behavior of an evaluation metric, con-
sidered here as a black box (its definition is not even supposed to be
known). We define the properties that these metrics should fulfill.
We then perform a comparative study of 33 localization metrics from
the state of the art. Experimental results conducted on a large and
significant image database permit us to determine metrics that
should be used in the future for the evaluation of object localization
results. © 2010 SPIE and IS&T. �DOI: 10.1117/1.3446803�

1 Introduction

Image processing includes many steps from image acquisi-
tion �with camera, webcam, satellite, etc.� to image inter-
pretation. Image interpretation consists in automatically ex-
tracting information of present objects in an image
�detection of objects of interest, quantitative measure, etc.�.

As final goal of image processing, automatic image inter-
pretation is a crucial step of the image processing chain.
Among all the tasks in image interpretation, the automatic
localization and recognition of an object in an image is still
a great challenge.1–3

Whatever the foreseen application may be �biometric
systems, medical imaging, video monitoring�, the extracted
information conditions the performances of the resulting
process. It is required that this localization be as precise as
possible and with correct recognition. Many algorithms
have been proposed in the literature to achieve this task,1–3

but it still remains difficult work to compare the perfor-
mance of these algorithms, as we can see in Fig. 1.

To evaluate object detection algorithms, several research
competitions have been created such as the Pascal VOC
Challenge4 or the French Robin Project.5 These competi-
tions are interesting in order to evaluate categorical object
detection. Given a manually made ground truth, these com-
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1 Examples of localization results: �a� original image, �b� local-
ization result 1, and �c� localization result 2.
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petitions use metrics to decide whether a region located by
algorithms is correct or not. If the metrics used for these
competitions appeal to everyone’s common sense �good
correspondence between the ratio height/width or the size
of the detected bounding box and of the ground truth�, none
of them puts the same characteristic forward.

Moreover, many evaluation metrics initially proposed
for various purposes, such as segmentation evaluation or
image retrieval evaluation, can be found in the literature6–9

and should reveal themselves relevant for localization
evaluation. Simply the existence of all these metrics ex-
presses the lack of localization algorithm evaluation. How
can we choose a localization evaluation metric working on
a single result to reliably evaluate an algorithm?

The goal of this work is to present a protocol that en-
ables the comparison of localization evaluation metrics.
The questions we want to answer in this work are the fol-
lowing. Which properties must fulfill an evaluation metric?
Which metrics have the required properties and are the
most suitable to quantify the quality provided by some lo-
calization algorithms? We present an evaluation protocol
that enables us to study the reliability of localization met-
rics by defining the desired properties. We consider in this
work an evaluation metric as a black box. Its mathematical
definition is not supposed to be known. This protocol is
then used for the comparative study of 33 localization met-
rics. Some illustrations of the efficiency of the studied met-
rics are given in Sec. 5. Finally, conclusions and perspec-
tives of this study are given.

2 Evaluation of Localization Algorithms

The evaluation of image processing algorithms is not a re-
cent problem.6,10,11 To evaluate such algorithms, we can
consider an image processing algorithm as a black box,
with an original image and a set of parameters as inputs and
a result as output �localization result in this case�. The mo-
tivations of evaluation are multiple. First, it can be used to
evaluate an algorithm to improve its performance during its
development. Second, it allows a user to compare several
algorithms to choose the best one for a specific application.

In the next section, we first give a general definition of
the evaluation process in supervised and unsupervised con-
texts. We then focus on the definition of localization algo-
rithms and their possible outputs. Finally, most of the lo-
calization metrics available in the literature are presented.

2.1 Evaluation Methodologies

The evaluation process can be either supervised or unsuper-
vised. For an unsupervised evaluation, the evaluation pro-
cess exploits the only input data used by the image inter-
pretation algorithm, i.e., the original image, and gives a
score of coherence that quantifies the possibility that the
result given by the algorithm is correct. For a supervised

evaluation, the evaluation process needs, in addition to the
previous data, the ground truths corresponding to input im-
ages. By the way, this evaluation gives an adequacy score
between results and the corresponding ground truths. This
score is of course more reliable, but requires the definition
of a ground truth for each input image.

The evaluation of an algorithm can be either the evalu-
ation of a single result or a global evaluation. In the case
where we want to evaluate the global performance of an
algorithm, the objective is to study its general behavior
considering different parameters, and to know what kind of
alteration it is able to face to �illumination changes, pres-
ence of occlusion, etc.�. The evaluation process permits us
to study the influence of internal parameters of the algo-
rithm and to optimize them. The goal is then to compute for
each single image some performance measures on different
results obtained by changing the parameters value. To real-
ize a reliable evaluation, we need an evaluation database
with enough images to be representative of most cases that
the algorithm is used for.

To study the performances of localization algorithms,
most of the organized competitions work in a supervised
context and provide ground truth object annotations across
all the proposed databases. We then focus on metrics that
enable one to evaluate a single localization result in a su-
pervised way.

2.2 Localization Algorithms

Localization consists in finding one or many objects of in-
terest in an image and giving precisely their locations. This
leads to the following definition of the localization:5

Table 1 Notations.

BBl Coordinates of the bounding box in the
localization result

Al, hl wl, xl, yl Area, height, width, and coordinates of
the center of the localization result
given by a bounding box, respectively

Il Localization result image

I Common support of Il and Igt

Ic Set of contour pixels of the image I

Il\gt
c Set of contour pixels included in the

image Il but not in the image Igt

Ir Set of region/mask pixels of the image
I

Ir�k� Set of pixels from region/mask
containing pixel k on the image I

gI�k� Gray level of pixel k in the image I

d�k , Ic� Shortest distance from pixel k to set Ic,
equal to minj�Ic�d�k , j��

Card�·� Cardinality of a set, number of
elements in the set

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 2 Different localization representations: �a� original image, �b�
bounding box, �c� contour, and �d� mask.
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Table 2 List of used metrics.

Name Metric Representation Formula Parameters Reference

Robin localization ROBloc Box
ROBloc�BBl ,BBgt�=

2

�
arctan�max� �xl−xgt�

wgt

,
�yl−ygt�

bgt
�� 5

Robin completeness ROBcom Box
ROBcom�BBl ,BBgt�=

�Al−Agt�

max�Al ,Agt�

5

Robin correctness ROBcor Box
ROBcor�BBl ,BBgt�=

2

�
arctan��h1

wl

−
hgt

wgt
�� 5

ErrLoc Contour
ErrLoc�Igt , Il�=

card��Igt\l
c �� �Il\gt

c ��

card�I�

10 and 17

ErrSous Contour
ErrSous�Igt , Il�=

card�Igt\l
c �

card�Igt
c �

10 and 17

ErrSur Contour
ErrSur�Igt , Il�=

card�Il\gt
c �

card�I�−card�Igt
c �

10 and 17

Signal noise ratio SNR Contour

SNR�Igt , Il�=� 1

card�I�
�k�I

gIl�k�2

�gIgt�k�−gIl�k��2�
1

2
7 and 18

Root mean square rms Contour
rms�Igt , Il�=� 1

card�I�
�k�I�gIgt�k�−gIl�k��2� 1

2
7 and 18

Lq distance Lq Contour
Lq�Lgt , Il�=� 1

card�I�
�k�I�gIl�k�−gIgt�k��g� 1

q
q� 	1,3
 7 and 18

Kullback distance KUL Contour
KUL�Lgt , Il�=

1

card�I�
�k�I�qIl�k�−gIgt�k��* log� gIl�k�

gIgt�k�� 17 and 6

Bhattacharyya distance BAH Contour
BHA�Igt , Il�=− log	 1

card�I�
�k�I�gIgt�k�*glI�k��

1

2
 17 and 6

Jensen distance JEN Contour
JEN�Igt , Il�=J� Igt+ Il

2
, Igt�; J�I1 , I2�=H���I1* I2�−

H��I1�+H��I2�

2

H��I1�=
1

1−�
log2��k�I1

�gI1�k����

�=3 17 and 6

Mean distance DMoy Contour
DMoy�Igt , Il�=

1

card�Il
c�

�k�I
l
cd�k , Igt

c �
19

Squared mean distance DMoC Contour
DMoy�Igt , Il�=

1

card�Il
c�

�k�I
l
cd�k , Igt

c �2
19

Figure of merit FOM Contour
FOM�Igt , Il�=

1

MP
�k�I

l
c

1

1+�*d�k , Igt
c �2

�=
1

9

13 and 19

Hausdorff distance HAU Contour HAU�Igt , Il�=max�h�Igt , Il� ,h�Il , Igt��
h�I1 , I2�=maxk1�I

1
cmink2�I

2
cd�k1 ,k2�

10 and 11

Baddeley distance BAD Contour
BAD�Igt , Il�=� 1

card�I�
�k�I

gt
c

�I
l
c�d�k , Igt

c �−d�k , Il
c��P� 1

P
with P

�1

P� 	1,2,3
 10 and 7

Odet ODIn Contour
ODIn�Igt , Il�=

1

card�Il\gt
c �

�k�I
l\gt
c �d�k , Igt

c �

dTh

�n n� 	1,2
;
dTh=5

17 and 20

Odet UDIn Contour
UDIn�Igt , Il�=

1

card�Igt\l
c �

�k�I
gt\l
c �d�k , Il

c�

dTh

�n n� 	1,2
;
dTh=5

17 and 20

Pascal PAS Mask
PAS�Igt , Il�=

card�Igt
r

� Il
r�

card�Igt
r

� Il
r�

4

Henricsson HEN1 Mask
HEN1�Igt , Il�=

�card�Il
r�−card�Igt

r ��

card�Igt
r �

21

Henricsson HEN2 Mask
HEN2�Igt , Il�=

card�Il\gt
r �+card�Igt\l

c �

card�Igt
r �

21
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localization: B,I � 	Zi,�i
 , �1�

where B is a database with objects of interest if the algo-
rithm is supervised and I is the original image. The local-
ization result 	Zi ,�i
 is a list of potential localized objects,
where Zi is the localization of the object i and �i is the
associated confidence in this result.

The localization result Zi can have different representa-
tions: center of the object, bounding box, contour, or binary
mask.12 Considering for example the Pascal VOC Chal-
lenge, the ground truth information in each annotated im-
age includes a bounding box for the object of interest and
might also include a pixel segmentation mask or polygonal
boundaries.4

The most common localization output consists of the
object localization by a couple of points representing a
bounding box. This type of localization is quite poor but is
very easy to compute. A single point representing the center
of the object can also be used, but this information is even
poorer than the former and almost never used. The two
other types of localization, based on contour or pixel binary
mask for representing the localized object, are more precise

but also make the creation of the annotated database more
complicated. The contour localization consists of the use of
1 pixels that denote the frontier between the background
and the object. The pixel binary mask, or region aspect,
consists in using 1 pixels for the object of interest, whereas
0 pixels denote the background. We can see in Fig. 2 the
three most commonly used representations of a localization
result: a bounding box, a contour, and a binary mask.

2.3 Metrics

The supervised evaluation of a localization algorithm con-
sists of comparing two images: the ground truth and the
localization result. Each existing evaluation metric is dedi-
cated to a type of representation of the localization result.
In the following paragraphs, some examples of existing
metrics are given for the different types of localization rep-
resentations. The notations used in most cases for the local-
ization result are gathered in Table 1. In the following para-
graphs, variables using the subscript �gt correspond to the
same measures applied to the ground truth.

Table 2 �Continued.�

Name Metric Representation Formula Parameters Reference

Yasnoff YAS1 Mask
YAS1�Igt , Il ,k�=100*

card�I
l
r�k�

−card�I
gt�l
r�k� ��

card�I
l
r�k��

17 and 22

Yasnoff YAS2 Mask
YAS2�Igt , Il ,k�=100*

card�I
gt
r�k�

−card�I
gt�l
r�k� ��

card�I�−card�I
l
r�k��

17 and 22

Yasnoff YAS3 Mask
YAS3�Igt , Il ,k�=

100

card�I�
	���I

l\gt
r�k�d�� , I

gt
r�k��


1

2

17 and 22

Martin, global consis-
tency error

MARgce Mask
MARgce�Igt , Il�=

1

card�I�
min��k�IE�Igt , Il ,k� ,�k�IE�Il , Igt ,k��

E�I1 , I2 ,k�=
card�I

1\2
r�k��

card�I
1
r�k��

8 and 17

Martin local
consistency
error

MARIce Mask
MARice�Igt , Il�=

1

card�I�
�k�Imin�E�Igt , Il ,k� ,E�Il , Igt ,k��

8 and 17

Hamming distance HAM Mask
HAM�Igt , Il�=1−

DH�Igt , Il�+DH�Il , Igt�

2*card�I�

17 and 23

Hafiane HAF1 Mask
HAF1�Igt , Il�=��i,argmaxj card�I

gt
r�i�

�I
l
r�j��

card�I
gt
r�i�

� I
l
r�j��

card�I
gt
r�i�

� I
l
r�j��

�=
N*�Igt�

N�Il�
if N�Il��N�Igt� or �=

1

log�N�Igt�

N�Il�
� otherwise

N�I�
=number
of objects
in I

24

Hafiane HAF2 Mask
HAF2�Igt , Il�=

M�Igt , Il�+m��

1+m

m�Igt , Il�=�j,argmaxi card�I
gt
r�i�

�I
l
r�j��

card�I
gt
r�i�

� I
l
r�i��

card�I
gt
r�i�

� I
l
r�j��

�j

m=0,2;
�j

=
card�I

l
r�j��

card�I�

9

Vinet VIN Mask �Igt , Il�=card�I�−�C�
card�I

l
r�i�

� I
gt
r�j�� 25 and 26

Pixel Precison Ppx Mask
Ppx�Igt , Il�=

card�Igt
r

� Il
r�

card�Il
r�

27

Pixel Recall Rpx Mask
Rpx�Igt , Il�=

card�Igt
r

� Il
r�

card�Igt
r �

27
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2.3.1 Bounding box metrics: Robin’s metrics

For the French Robin project,5 which aims at evaluating
localization and recognition algorithms providing bounding
boxes as localization outputs, three metrics have been de-
veloped to evaluate a localization result:

ROBloc�BBl,BBgt� =
2

�
arctan�max� �xl − xgt�

wgt

,
�yl − ygt�

hgt

� ,

�2�

ROBcom�BBl,BBgt� =
�Al − Agt�

max�Al,Agt�
, �3�

ROBcor�BBl,BBgt� =
2

�
arctan�� hl

wl

−
hgt

wgt

� , �4�

where BBl is the output of the localization algorithm, 	xl ,yl

are the coordinates of the center of the bounding box, Al is
the area covered by the bounding box, and 	hl ,wl
 are the
height and width of the bounding box. These three metrics
evaluate different characteristics of the localization result:
ROBloc evaluates the localization of the center of the
bounding box, ROBcom evaluates the size of the bounding
box, and ROBcor quantifies the ratio height/width of the
bounding box.

2.3.2 Contour metric: Figure of merit metric

Concerning the contour representation, several metrics
have been proposed initially for segmentation evaluation.
They can be easily extended to the localization evaluation.

For example, the figure of merit �FOM� proposed by Pratt,
Faugeras, and Gagalowicz13 is an empirical distance be-
tween the image with the contour of the localized object Il

and the corresponding ground truth Igt:

FOM�Igt,Il� =
1

MP
�

k�Il
C

1

1 + � � d�k,Igt
C�2 , �5�

where

MP = max�card�Igt
C�,card�Il

C�� , �6�

and Il
C are contour pixels of the localized object, � is a

constant set to 1 /9 by the authors,13 and d�x , I�
=miny�Id�x ,y�.

2.3.3 Region metric: Pascal and Martin’s metrics

The mask or region representation is, for example, used in
the Pascal VOC Challenge.4 A simple metric is then defined
to evaluate the localization result of an object:

PAS�Igt,Il� =
card�Igt

r
� Il

r�

card�Igt
r

� Il
r�

, �7�

where Il
r corresponds to region pixels of the localized ob-

ject, Igt
r

� Il
r corresponds to the object pixels correctly local-

ized, and Igt
r

� Il
r corresponds to object pixels from the

ground truth or from the localized object. This metric
equals 1 when Igt

r
� Il

r= Igt
r

� Il
r, that is to say, when Igt

r = Il
r.

Two other metrics have been proposed by Martin et al.
8

for the evaluation of a localization result. These metrics
work for several objects localized in a single image result.
These metrics use the local refinement error between two
images I1 and I2, defined as:

�I1,I2,k� =
card�I1\2

r�k��

card�I1
r�k��

, �8�

where r�k� corresponds to the region containing a pixel k.
We can notice that this local error measure is not symmetric
and only measures a refinement from image I1 to image I2.
Martin et al. use this local refinement error to create two
metrics called global consistency error �GCE� and local
consistency error �LCE�:

Ground truth
Simulated local-

ization result

Localization
metric

Score

Alterations (Translation,
Scale change, Rotation. . . )

Fig. 3 Protocol principle.

(a) 1st (b) 2nd (c) 3rd (d) 4th (e) 5th (f) 6th (g) 7th (h) 8th

(i) 9th (j) 10th (k) 11th (l) 12th (m)
13th

(n) 14th (o) 15th (p) 16th

Fig. 4 Contour ground truths used for the creation of the database.
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MARgce�Igt,Il� =
1

card�I�
min��

k�I

�Igt,Il,k�,�
k�I

�Il,Igt,k�� ,

�9�

MARlce�Igt,Il� =
1

card�I� �k�I

min��Igt,Il,k�,�Il,Igt,k�� , �10�

with I being the common support image of Igt and Il. We
can notice that both metrics are symmetric. Moreover, it is
clear that MARgce is tougher than MARlce, since MARgce

forces all local refinement to be in the same direction �ei-
ther from Il to Igt or from Igt to Il�, whereas MARlce allows
refinement in both directions.

2.3.4 Discussion

Studied metrics are gathered in Table 2. As previously men-
tioned, some of those metrics have not been created with
the specific purpose of localization evaluation, but for seg-
mentation or image quality evaluation. As these metrics
enable one to compare two images, we also included them
in the comparative study.

We can also think about graph-based metrics �edit
distance14 or shock graph matching15� or moments features.
Such metrics are used to compare detected and recognized
shapes. By the way, they enable a comparison between
highly different shapes and are robust to alterations. These
metrics are then mostly used for the recognition step of an
interpretation algorithm. They therefore do not correspond
to the purpose of this study, which consists in quantifying
the dissimilarity between a ground truth and a localization
result.

3 Experimental Protocol

A way to quantify the reliability of a localization metric is
to check if this metric verifies some specific properties. As
all the considered metrics provide a score corresponding to
the adequacy between a ground truth and a localization
result, we propose to work in a totally controlled environ-

Translation Scale change

Rotation Perspective

Fig. 5 Examples of alterations: dashed lines correspond to ground
truths.

FOM metric HAU metric

PAS metric HAF1 metric

Fig. 6 Examples of localization metrics evaluation for the first ground truth and a translation alteration:
the x and y axes represent the parameter of the alteration, and the z axis corresponds to the evalu-
ation metric values.
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ment using synthetic results. The simulated localization re-
sult is obtained by altering the ground truth �see Fig. 3�. As
we control the alteration of the ground truth, we can study
the evolution of the score given by the localization metric
and verify if the metric has the expected behavior.

3.1 Properties

We defined eight properties that a localization metric
should fulfill. The first ones check if the localization metric
M is a distance. To be a distance, a metric should fulfill the
following properties:

• symmetry: M�I1 , I2�=M�I2 , I1�
• separation: M�I1 , I2�=0⇔ I1= I2

• triangle inequality: M�I1 , I3��M�I1 , I2�+M�I2 , I3�

where I1, I2, and I3 are localization results.
We then want to verify if a chosen localization metric

has good performances regarding to the additional follow-
ing properties:

1. Axial symmetry: a metric should equally penalize
two results with the same alteration, but in opposite
directions �for example, translations of the bounding
box +5 or −5 pixels horizontally�.

2. Strict monotony: a metric should penalize the results
the more they are altered.

3. Uniform continuity: a metric should not have an im-
portant gap between two close results.

4. Scale dependency: a metric result should depend on
the scale of the localized object.

5. Shape dependency: a metric result should depend on
the shape of the localized object.

Since we consider in this work a metric as a black box
providing a dissimilarity measure between a ground truth
and a localization result, we need to verify experimentally
if it fulfills these properties. We want this analysis of the
behavior of a metric to be automatic. We propose to use an

PAS metric HAF1 metric KUL metric

Fig. 7 Examples of localization metrics behaviors: monotony and continuity illustrations.

DMoy metric HAF1 metric FOM metric

Fig. 8 Examples of localization metrics behaviors: scale dependency illustrations.
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Table 3 Results for distance properties checking.

Metric Representation Symmetry Separation
Triangle

inequality Score

ROBloc Box

ROBcom Box 3 *

ROBcor Box 3 *

ErrLoc Contour 3 3 3 ***

ErrSous Contour 3 3 **

ErrSur Contour 3 3 **

SNR Contour

rms Contour 3 3 3 ***

Lq, 1 Contour 3 3 3 ***

Lq, 3 Contour 3 3 3 ***

KUL Contour 3 3 **

BAH Contour 3 *

JEN Contour 3 3 **

DMoy Contour 3 3 **

DMoC Contour 3 3 **

FOM Contour 3 3 **

HAU Contour 3 3 3 ***

BAD, 1 Contour 3 3 3 ***

BAD, 2 Contour 3 3 3 ***

BAD, 3 Contour 3 3 3 ***

ODIn, 1 Contour 3 3 **

ODIn, 2 Contour 3 3 **

UDIn, 1 Contour 3 3 **

UDIn, 2 Contour 3 3 **

PAS Mask 3 3 3 ***

HEN1 Mask

HEN2 Mask 3 3 **

YAS1 Mask

YAS2 Mask

YAS3 Mask

MARgce Mask 3 3 3 ***

MARlce Mask 3 3 3 ***

HAM Mask 3 3 3 ***
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experimental protocol involving a significant dataset com-
posed of various ground truths and several localization re-
sults.

3.2 Creation of the Localization Results Dataset

To verify the previously mentioned properties, we need a
large amount of image couples corresponding to the ground
truth and the simulated localization result. To create this
database, we considered 16 ground truths that can be seen
in Fig. 4. We used eight ground truths representing a
bounding box with different sizes and shapes. We also con-
sidered the case where a ground truth is near the border of
the image. We chose to create half the database with bound-
ing boxes, as they are widely used as a recognition result
despite their poor information face for more complex
shapes. We also created eight other ground truths corre-
sponding to real objects that are traditionally used in image
interpretation: a bike, man, car, etc. Those images are com-
posed of 256 by 256 pixels. These ground truths are asso-
ciated with real images such as those coming from the
PASCAL VOC Challenge database. Each ground truth was
available in the corresponding types of localization results:
bounding box, contour, or mask.

To verify if the metrics have the required properties, we
used different alterations to create synthetic localization re-
sults simulating real ones. We used four alterations: trans-
lation, scale change, rotation, and perspective. The transla-
tion depends on two parameters: x and y. The parameter x
describes a translation along the vertical axis and the y
parameter describes a translation along the horizontal axis.
Both parameters evolve between −24 and +24 pixels,
which lead to 2.400 simulated localization results for one
ground truth. The scale alteration depends on two param-
eters as well. The parameter x denotes a scale change along
the vertical axis and the y parameter denotes a scale change
along the horizontal axis. Those parameters evolve also be-
tween −24 and +24 pixels. A negative value corresponds to
a downscaling, whereas a positive value denotes an upscal-
ing. We obtain 2.400 simulated localization results per
ground truth. The rotation depends on only one parameter
d, corresponding to the angle of rotation in degrees. The
parameter d evolves between −90 and +90 deg �with a
progress step of 1 deg�. This leads to 180 simulated local-
ization results for each ground truth. The perspective alter-

ation depends on two parameters. The parameter x corre-
sponds to a perspective alteration along the vertical axis,
and the y parameter corresponds to a perspective alteration
along the horizontal axis. A positive value of x corresponds
to an upscale of the top of the image and a downscale of the
bottom of the image. Those parameters evolve also be-
tween −24 and +24 pixels. We obtain 2.400 simulated lo-
calization results per ground truth. We can see in Fig. 5
examples of the alterations. We finally obtain a total of
118.080 synthetic localization images. Combinations of
these alterations are not considered, because it would be
very difficult to analyze the following behavior.

3.3 Checking Properties

For computation of the previously mentioned properties,
we consider M�Igt , Ialt_X_Y� the result of the metric M for
the alteration alt used with the parameters X and Y. We
obtain a 3-D curve as shown in Fig. 6 for each triplet �met-
ric, alteration, ground truth�. We obtain a total of 2.304
evaluation results. For each one, we compute the properties
listed in Sec. 3.1.

We first verify if the metric is a distance. We do this by
checking the three properties of a distance. To verify if the
metric is symmetric, we check if M�Igt , Ialt_X_Y�
=M�Ialt_X_Y , Igt�. We then check if the metric has the sepa-
ration property: we first verify if M�Igt , Igt�=0 and then we
verify that, for all alterations, the only 0 is for the case
where Ialt_X_Y = Igt. Finally, we check if the metric satisfies
the triangle inequality, that is to say, we verify that
M�Igt , Ialt_X2_Y2��M�Igt , Ialt_X1_Y1�+M�Ialt_X1_Y1 , Ialt_X2_Y2�.
As this is highly time consuming, we only verify this prop-
erty for the translation alteration.

To check if the metric is symmetric, we check, for a
given alteration, if the result is the same for the opposite
alteration. That is to say, for translation and perspective
alterations, we check if M�Igt , Ialt_X_Y�=M�Igt , Ialt_−X_−Y�. In
the case of a rotation alteration, we check if M�Igt , Ialt_D�
=M�Igt , Ialt_−D�.

For the monotonous property, we consider the cases
where X and Y are positive. We can consider the cases
where X and Y are negative by adapting the criterion. The
monotonous property means that the more we alter the syn-
thetic alteration result, the more the metric must penalize

Table 3 �Continued.�

Metric Representation Symmetry Separation
Triangle

inequality Score

HAF1 Mask 3 3 3 ***

HAF2 Mask 3 3 **

VIN Mask 3 3 3 ***

Ppx Mask

Rpx Mask
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Table 4 Results for translation alteration.

Metric Representation
Axial

symmetry
Strict

monotony
Uniform

continuity
Scale

dependency
Shape

dependency Score

ROBloc Box 3 3 3 3	 3 *****

ROBcom Box

ROBcor Box

ErrLoc Contour 3 3
 3 ***

ErrSous Contour 3 3	/
 3 **

ErrSur Contour 3 3
 3 ***

SNR Contour 3 3	 3 ***

rms Contour 3 3
 3 ***

Lq, 1 Contour 3 3
 3 ***

Lq, 3 Contour 3 3
 3 ***

KUL Contour 3 3
 3 ***

BAH Contour 3 3
 3 ***

JEN Contour 3 3
 3 ***

DMoy Contour 3 3 3 3
 3 *****

DMoC Contour 3 3 3 3
 3 *****

FOM Contour 3 3 3 3	/
 3 ****

HAU Contour 3 3 3 ***

BAD, 1 Contour 3 3 3
 3 ****

BAD, 2 Contour 3 3	 3 ***

BAD, 3 Contour 3 3	 3 ***

ODIn, 1 Contour 3 3	/
 3 **

ODIn, 2 Contour 3 3
 3 ***

UDIn, 1 Contour 3 3	/
 3 **

UDIn, 2 Contour 3 3
 3 ***

PAS Mask 3 3 3 3	 3 *****

HEN1 Mask

HEN2 Mask 3 3 3 3	 3 *****

YAS1 Mask 3 3 3 3	 3 *****

YAS2 Mask 3 3 3 3
 3 *****

YAS3 Mask 3 3 3 3
 3 *****

MARgce Mask 3 3 3 3
 3 *****

MARlce Mask 3 3 3 3
 3 *****

HAM Mask 3 3 3
 3 ****
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the alteration. That is to say, we check if M�Igt , Ialt_X_Y�
�M�Igt , Ialt_X+1_Y� or M�Igt , Ialt_X_Y��M�Igt , Ialt_X_Y+1�. We
also check if M�Igt , Ialt_X_Y��M�Igt , Ialt_X+1_Y+1�. For the ro-
tation alteration, the criterion is easier: M�Igt , Ialt_D�
�M�Igt , Ialt_D+1�, but we compute it only for alterations be-
tween 0 and 45 deg. We can adapt these criteria for the
strictly monotonous property by using strict inequality.

For the continuity property, we also considered the cases
where X and Y are positive. The metric is continuous if the
difference between two consecutive results �that is to say,
M�Igt , Ialt_X_Y� and M�Igt , Ialt_X+1_Y� for example� is not too
high regarding the whole amplitude of the metric. So, we
set a threshold to be 1 /8 of the amplitude of the metric, and
we check if �M�Igt , Ialt_X_Y�−M�Igt , Ialt_X+1_Y�� � =T. The
same criterion is used for the Y parameter. If the difference
is higher than the threshold, there are two possibilities:
there is a noncontinuation or the slope is very high. To clear
the ambiguity, we compare this difference with the previous
and next ones, and we consider that the metric is not con-
tinuous if it is four time higher, that is to say if
�M�Igt , Ialt_X_Y�−M�Igt , Ialt_X+1_Y���4� �M�Igt , Ialt_X−1_Y�
−M�Igt , Ialt_X_Y��, and �M�Igt , Ialt_X_Y�−M�Igt , Ialt_X+1_Y��
�4� �M�Igt , Ialt_X+1_Y�−M�Igt , Ialt_X+2_Y��.

We can see in Fig. 7 four cases of alteration of the same
ground truth representing a car. This alteration consists in a
translation along the vertical axis of 10, 15, 20, and
24 pixels. The three curves present the evaluation results of
three different metrics �PAS, HAF1, and KUL metrics� for
the same localization results, i.e., the same ground truth and
alteration. The curves represent the value of the metrics for
different values of translation along the vertical axis. First,
we can see that all metrics are symmetric. The first metric
is strictly monotonous and continuous; the result is increas-
ing with the translation, and there is no gap. On the con-
trary, we can see on the second metric that there is a gap
when the car is translated from 20 pixels, so the metric is
not continuous but is still strictly monotonous. The third
metric has a huge slope but no gap, so it is continuous, and
we can see that the metric equally penalizes alterations of
10, 15, 20, and 24 pixels, so the metric is not strictly mo-
notonous.

Finally, we are looking for the dependency of the result
to the shape or the scale of the localized object. To check if
the shape is important, we compare results from the fourth
and the fifth ground truths. These two ground truths repre-

sent both a rectangle, with the same area and the same
circumference, but one is horizontal while the other is ver-
tical. If the results from these two ground truths are similar,
the metric does not take into account the shape of the lo-
calized object. Concerning the dependency to the scale, we
compare results from the first and the second ground truths,
which both represent a square but with different scales. We
can distinguish four cases.

• Results can be independent of the scale of the local-
ized object.

• Results can be dependent in three different ways:

– a metric can penalize a smaller object less �noted �
�,
because it is smaller, it is less relevant

– a metric can penalize a smaller object more �noted
�	�, because it is smaller, the alteration is more rel-
evant

– a metric can penalize a smaller object more for some
alterations and less for some others �noted �	/
�.

The expected good results are the cases where a metric
can, at the same time, take into account the size of the
original object and be coherent: only the cases noted �


and �	 are then satisfactory. We do not put forward these
cases, as both can be correct regarding the application. The
case noted �	/
 is clearly not expected to be correct. We
do not consider correct the case where the metric’s result is
independent of the object, since it cannot bring information
during the evaluation process. We can see in Fig. 8 the
three different cases where the evaluation result is depen-
dent on the size of the localized object. The considered
alteration is a translation along the vertical axis, with a
constant alteration along the horizontal axis of 24 pixels.
The plain curve corresponds to the evaluation result for the
first ground truth, and the dashed curve corresponds to the
evaluation for the second ground truth, which is the biggest
one. We can see that the Moy metric penalizes a bigger
object more, whereas the HAF1 metric penalizes a smaller
object more. We can also notice that the noncontinuity of
the HAF1 metric appears with the smaller object, but not
with the big one. The FOM metric penalizes the smaller
object more for a small alteration, and penalizes a bigger
object more for a larger alteration.

Table 4 �Continued.�

Metric Representation
Axial

symmetry
Strict

monotony
Uniform

continuity
Scale

dependency
Shape

dependency Score

HAF1 Mask 3 3 3	 3 ****

HAF2 Mask 3 3 3
 3 ****

VIN Mask 3 3 3 3
 3 *****

Ppx Mask 3 3 3 3	 3 *****

Rpx Mask 3 3 3 3	 3 *****
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4 Experimental Results

In this section, we present the comparative study of 33
evaluation metrics and discuss the obtained results.

4.1 Distance

The results in Table 3 show which metrics satisfy the prop-
erties of a distance. We can see that most of the metrics do
not satisfy the three properties, particularly the symmetric
one. The symmetric property is interesting, but if a metric
does not have it, it can be easily managed by taking it into
account during the evaluation process. The most interesting
property is the separation property, as it enables us to see
that one metric does not penalize some alterations at all. We
can also notice that when a metric satisfies the separation
property, it also satisfies the triangle inequality. One should
notice that the three properties are needed for a metric to be
a distance. These results enable us to see which metrics are
not distances by the presence of at least one exception.

4.2 Translation

Table 4 shows the results obtained for the translation alter-
ation. First, we can see that most metrics perform quite
well, with at least three criteria out of five. Three metrics do
not penalize translation at all: ROBcom, ROBcor, and HEN1.
This can be easily explained for the two metrics from the
Robin project, as each metric is dedicated to one type of
alteration: ROBloc is dedicated to penalize the translation of
the center of the bounding box, whereas ROBcom and
ROBcor penalize the shape of the bounding box. As HEN1
only takes into account information about pixel numbers, it
is insensible to translation. We can also notice that the

HAU metric is the only one that does not take the size or
the shape of the localized object into account. We can see
that all contour-based metrics, except DMoy, DMoC, FOM,
and HAU, give worse results than mask-based metrics,
mainly because they do not fulfill the strict monotony and
the uniform continuity properties. The region-based metrics
fulfill at least four properties out of five.

We can see in Fig. 9 some evaluation results for differ-
ent metrics, with a translation along the diagonal, that is to
say with the alt_X_X alteration on the first ground truth. We
can see that the rms metric judges equally a translation of 1
or several pixels. The metrics ErrLoc, ErrSous, ErrSur,
SNR, Lq, KUL, BAH, and JEN behave the same way. The
figure of merit of Pratt FOM tends to behave similarly but
is less restrictive, so it is monotonous and continuous. The
PAS metric tends to behave linearly, whereas the DMoC
metric highly penalizes only huge translations. The Odet
and Baddeley metrics tend to behave like the PAS or the
DMoC metrics, but present a noncontinuity and are not
strictly monotonous. The HAM metric shows that it is not
strictly monotonous after translation of 19 pixels. The
HAF1 metric behaves like the PAS metric, but can be non-
continuous if the translation is too high. Concerning the
other region-based metrics, they behave like PAS.

4.3 Scale

We can see in Table 5 the results obtained for a scale alter-
ation. The three metrics from the Robin project behave as
expected: the ROBloc metric does not penalize scaling, be-
cause the center of the object does not change, whereas the
two other metrics ROBcom and ROBcor penalize it. We can

RMS metric FOM metric DMoC metric

PAS metric HAM metric HAF1 metric

Fig. 9 Some evaluation results for the translation alteration.
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Table 5 Results for scale alteration.

Metric Representation
Strict

monotony
Uniform

continuity
Scale

dependency
Shape

dependency Score

ROBloc Box

ROBcom Box 3 3 3	 ***

ROBcor Box 3 3	 3 ***

ErrLoc Contour 3
 3 **

ErrSous Contour 3	/
 3 *

ErrSur Contour 3
 3 **

SNR Contour 3	 3 **

rms Contour 3
 3 **

Lq, 1 Contour 3
 3 **

Lq, 3 Contour 3
 3 **

KUL Contour 3
 3 **

BAH Contour 3 3 3
 3 ****

JEN Contour 3
 3 **

DMoy Contour 3 3 3	/
 3 ***

DMoC Contour 3 3 3	/
 3 ***

FOM Contour 3 3 3	/
 3 ***

HAU Contour 3 3 **

BAD, 1 Contour 3 3	/
 3 **

BAD, 2 Contour 3 3	 3 ***

BAD, 3 Contour 3 3	 3 ***

ODIn, 1 Contour 3	/
 3 *

ODIn, 2 Contour 3	/
 3 *

UDIn, 1 Contour 3	/
 3 *

UDIn, 2 Contour 3	/
 3 *

PAS Mask 3 3 3	 3 ****

HEN1 Mask 3 3 3	/
 3 ***

HEN2 Mask 3 3 3	 3 ****

YAS1 Mask 3 3	 3 ***

YAS2 Mask 3 3
 3 ***

YAS3 Mask 3 3
 3 ***

MARgce Mask 3 3 3
 3 ****

MARlce Mask 3 3 3
 3 ****

HAM Mask 3 3
 3 ***
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also notice that only the HAU metric is not dependent on
size or shape of the localized object for the scale alteration
as well.

We can see in Fig. 10 some evaluation results for differ-
ent metrics with a homothetic alteration, that is to say, with
an alt_X_X alteration, on the first ground truth. A problem
can be seen with the rms metric, as it penalizes more a
downscaling of 1 pixel than a downscaling of 20 pixels.
The ErrLoc, ErrSous, ErrSur, SNR, Lq, BAH, KUL, and
JEN metrics have the same error, which is also present
considering other ground truths. We can see that the figure
of merit FOM penalizes almost equally downscaling and
upscaling. The DMoy, DMoC, HAU, BAD, 1, and Odet
metrics tend to penalize almost equally downscaling and
upscaling like the FOM metric. The PAS and ROBcom met-

rics penalize much more a downscaling, whereas the
MARgce metric penalizes more upscaling. The YAS2 and
HAF1 metrics penalize more downscaling like the PAS
metric. The Henricsson, YAS1, YAS3, MARlce, HAM,
HAF2, and IN metrics penalize more upscaling like the
MARgce metric. We can notice that the HAF1 metric still
presents a noncontinuity, but only for a downscaling,
whereas the HAF2 presents a noncontinuity for upscaling.

4.4 Rotation

We can see in Table 6 results obtained for the rotation al-
teration. We can notice that two metrics are not able to
penalize this kind of alteration: ROBloc and HEN1. We can
also notice that all metrics are symmetric, that is to say,

Table 5 �Continued.�

Metric Representation
Strict

monotony
Uniform

continuity
Scale

dependency
Shape

dependency Score

HAF1 Mask 3	/
 3 *

HAF2 Mask 3 3
 3 ***

VIN Mask 3 3 3
 3 ****

Ppx Mask 3 3	 3 ***

Rpx Mask 3 3	 3 ***

RMS metric FOM metric ROBcom metric

PAS metric MARgce metric HAF1 metric

Fig. 10 Some evaluation results for the scale alteration.
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Table 6 Results for rotation alteration.

Metric Representation
Axial

symmetry
Strict

monotony
Uniform

continuity
Scale

dependency
Shape

dependency Score

ROBloc Box

ROBcom Box 3 3 3	/
 **

ROBcor Box 3 3 3 ***

ErrLoc Contour 3 3 3
 ***

ErrSous Contour 3 3 3	/
 **

ErrSur Contour 3 3 3
 ***

SNR Contour 3 3	 **

rms Contour 3 3 3
 3 ****

Lq, 1 Contour 3 3 3
 3 ****

Lq, 3 Contour 3 3 3
 3 ****

KUL Contour 3 3 3
 3 ****

BAH Contour 3 3	/
 3 **

JEN Contour 3 3 3
 3 ****

DMoy Contour 3 3 3 3
 ****

DMoC Contour 3 3 3 3
 ****

FOM Contour 3 3 3 3
 3 *****

HAU Contour 3 3 3
 ***

BAD, 1 Contour 3 3 3 3
 3 *****

BAD, 2 Contour 3 3 3 3
 ****

BAD, 3 Contour 3 3 3 3	/
 3 ****

ODIn, 1 Contour 3 3 3 3
 3 *****

ODIn, 2 Contour 3 3 3 3
 3 *****

UDIn, 1 Contour 3 3 3 3
 3 *****

UDIn, 2 Contour 3 3 3 3
 3 *****

PAS Mask 3 3 3 3	/
 ***

HEN1 Mask

HEN 2 Mask 3 3 3 3	/
 ***

YAS1 Mask 3 3 3 3	/
 ***

YAS2 Mask 3 3 3 3
 ****

YAS3 Mask 3 3 3 3
 ****

MARgce Mask 3 3 3 3
 3 *****

MARlce Mask 3 3 3 3
 3 *****

HAM Mask 3 3 3 3
 ****
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they penalize equally a rotation of D or −D deg. We can see
that mask-based metrics perform globally better than
contour-based ones, with at least three properties out of
five.

We can see in Fig. 11 some evaluation results for a ro-
tation alteration on the fourth ground truth. We can see that
all metrics increase until an alteration of 45 deg, but there
are different behaviors if the rotation exceeds 45 deg. The
ROBcom metric is then decreasing until it is not penalizing
the alteration at all. The BAH metric behaves the same
way. The rms metric and the HAU distance have the same
behavior but the decrease is much more limited, just like
ErrLoc, ErrSous, ErrSur, SNR, Lq, KUL, and JEN metrics.

Other metrics do not decrease after 45 deg and continue on
correctly penalizing the alteration.

4.5 Perspective

We can see in Table 7 results obtained for the perspective
alteration. We can notice that the two same metrics are not
able to penalize this kind of alteration: ROBloc and HEN1.
Moreover, the BAH is also not able to correctly penalize
this alteration. We can notice that all region-based metrics,
except the HEN1 metric, obtain the maximal score of 5. In
a general way, contour-based metrics are not able to per-
form as well as region-based ones.

Table 6 �Continued.�

Metric Representation
Axial

symmetry
Strict

monotony
Uniform

continuity
Scale

dependency
Shape

dependency Score

HAF1 Mask 3 3 3 3
 ****

HAF2 Mask 3 3 3 3
 ****

VIN Mask 3 3 3 3
 ****

Ppx Mask 3 3 3 3	/
 ***

Rpx Mask 3 3 3 3	/
 ***

ROBcom metric RMS metric FOM metric

HAU metric PAS metric HAF1 metric

Fig. 11 Some evaluation results for the rotation alteration.
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Table 7 Results for perspective alteration.

Metric Representation
Axial

symmetry
Strict

monotony
Uniform

continuity
Scale

dependency
Shape

dependency Score

ROBloc Box

ROBcom Box 3	/
 3 *

ROBcor Box 3 3 3	 3 ****

ErrLoc Contour 3 3 3
 3 ****

ErrSous Contour 3 3 3	/
 3 ***

ErrSur Contour 3 3
 3 ***

SNR Contour 3 3	 3 ***

rms Contour 3 3
 3 ***

Lq, 1 Contour 3 3 3
 3 ****

Lq, 3 Contour 3 3 3
 3 ***

KUL Contour 3 3 3
 3 ****

BAH Contour

JEN Contour 3 3 3
 3 ****

DMoy Contour 3 3	/
 3 **

DMoC Contour 3 3	/
 3 **

FOM Contour 3 3 3	/
 3 ***

HAU Contour 3 3 3 ***

BAD, 1 Contour 3 3	/
 3 **

BAD, 2 Contour 3 3	 3 ***

BAD, 3 Contour 3 3	 3 ***

ODIn, 1 Contour 3 3	/
 3 **

ODIn, 2 Contour 3 3	/
 3 **

UDIn, 1 Contour 3 3 3	/
 3 ***

UDIn, 2 Contour 3 3	/
 3 **

PAS Mask 3 3 3 3	 3 *****

HEN1 Mask

HEN 2 Mask 3 3 3 3	 3 *****

YAS1 Mask 3 3 3 3	 3 *****

YAS2 Mask 3 3 3 3
 3 *****

YAS3 Mask 3 3 3 3
 3 *****

MARgce Mask 3 3 3 3
 3 *****

MARlce Mask 3 3 3 3
 3 *****

HAM Mask 3 3 3 3
 3 *****
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4.6 Discussion

Results gathering distance property checking and global be-
havior faces for each alteration are summarized in Table 8.
We also sum each score to obtain a final score for each
metric. The maximum score is 22.

We first can see that the three metrics using bounding
boxes do not perform very well, with scores between 5 and
11. However, we should notice that these three metrics have
been thought to be used together to obtain a final decision
concerning the quality of a localization result. As each met-
ric is able to penalize a particular kind of alteration, used
together these metrics should enable a correct evaluation.
Second, we can see that the metrics using contour-based
representation of localization results generally give quite
bad results compared to region-based ones. Except for the
HEN1 metric, the minimal score for region-based metrics is
16, whereas only the DMoy, FOM, and BAD metrics have
a score of 16 or higher. We can conclude that the region-
based representation of localization results should be pre-
ferred. Moreover, we advise using the Martin metrics
MARgce and MARlce to evaluate an interpretation algo-
rithm.

5 Illustrations

In this section, we present some evaluation results to illus-
trate the conclusions set out during the comparative study.
In Fig. 12, we present an original image representing a
plane and the associated ground truth �from the PASCAL
VOC Challenge dataset�. Three localization results are also
presented and have been obtained by a reference active
contour segmentation algorithm16 after different numbers
of iterations. As the image is quite easy to analyze, the
active contour process works well. We can consider that the
obtained results correspond to an upscaling alteration. The
four considered metrics behave correctly with upscaling re-
garding Table 5. We can see that the metrics work quite
well, as they all consider the last segmentation as the best
one because it is the case visually.

If we consider a more complicated case such as the one
presented in Fig. 13, we can see that too many iterations in
the active contour process give a bad result. Once again, we
can consider that the first result corresponds to an upscaling
alteration. With more iterations, we can compare the two

obtained results as corresponding to a downscaling com-
bined with a translation. We can see that the BAH metric is
not able to correctly penalize this problem. We already
identified some problems in its behavior in the comparative
study. In Tables 4 and 5, the BAH metric obtains a lower
score than FOM, PAS, and MARgce metrics.

Finally, we can see in Fig. 14 another complicated case.
The first result corresponds to an upscale alteration. The
second one is quite correct, but the third one is quite al-
tered. We can see that with too many iterations, the cheek
of the lady is considered background. It corresponds to a
partial lack of localization, and thus does not correspond to
an alteration considered in the comparative study. The
analysis of this kind of alteration would have necessitated
too many computations �localization of the alteration
within its contour and importance of the alteration�. We can
see that only the MARgce metric is able to penalize this
problem.

6 Conclusions

We propose an evaluation protocol that permits one to
verify some properties that a localization metric should ful-
fill. We mainly see that region-based metrics perform better
than contour-based ones. That is why we advise using a
region-based representation for localization algorithms.
Metrics such as PAS, VIN, or both MARlce and MARgce
would enable a good evaluation of localization algorithms.
However, in the case where a contour-based representation
of a localization result is available, metrics such as the
figure of merit of Pratt FOM, the mean distance DMoy, and
Baddeley distance BAD could be used. We also notice that
the Baddeley distance is parameterizable, so it can be ad-
justed to a specific application. We can finally recommend
using region-based metrics, like MARlce or MARgce, to
evaluate an algorithm using bounding boxes as representa-
tion of localization results. It would permit a better evalu-
ation than Robin metrics, even if they are dedicated to
bounding boxes. If the use of region-based metrics in the
case of a bounding box is not possible �for time or memory
complexity�, we, recommend to jointly use the three Robin

Table 7 �Continued.�

Metric Representation
Axial

symmetry
Strict

monotony
Uniform

continuity
Scale

dependency
Shape

dependency Score

HAF1 Mask 3 3 3 3	 3 *****

HAF2 Mask 3 3 3 3
 3 *****

VIN Mask 3 3 3 3
 3 *****

Ppx Mask 3 3 3 3	 3 *****

Rpx Mask 3 3 3 3	 3 *****
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Table 8 Synthesis of obtained results.

Metric Representation Distance Translation Scale Rotation Perspective
Final
score

ROBloc Box ***** 5

ROBcom Box * *** ** * 7

ROBcor Box * *** *** **** 11

ErrLoc Contour *** *** ** *** **** 15

ErrSous Contour ** ** * ** *** 10

ErrSur Contour ** *** ** *** *** 13

SNR Contour *** ** ** *** 10

RMS Contour *** *** ** **** *** 15

Lq, 1 Contour *** *** ** **** **** 16

Lq, 3 Contour *** *** ** *** *** 14

KUL Contour ** *** ** **** **** 15

BAH Contour * *** **** ** 10

JEN Contour ** *** ** **** **** 15

DMoy Contour ** ***** *** **** ** 16

DMoC Contour ** ***** *** **** ** 16

FOM Contour ** **** *** ***** *** 17

HAU Contour *** *** ** *** *** 14

BAD, 1 Contour *** **** ** ***** ** 16

BAD, 2 Contour *** *** *** **** *** 16

BAD, 3 Contour *** *** *** **** *** 16

ODIn, 1 Contour ** ** * ***** ** 12

ODIn, 2 Contour ** *** * ***** ** 13

UDIn, 1 Contour ** ** * ***** *** 13

UDIn, 2 Contour ** *** * ***** ** 13

PAS Mask *** ***** **** *** ***** 20

HEN1 Mask *** 3

HEN 2 Mask ** ***** **** *** ***** 19

YAS1 Mask ***** *** *** ***** 16

YAS2 Mask ***** *** **** ***** 17

YAS3 Mask ***** *** **** ***** 17

MARgce Mask *** ***** **** ***** ***** 22

MARlce Mask *** ***** **** ***** ***** 22

HAM Mask *** **** *** **** ***** 19

HAF1 Mask *** **** * **** ***** 17

HAF2 Mask ** **** *** **** ***** 18

VIN Mask *** ***** **** **** ***** 21

Ppx Mask ***** *** *** ***** 16

Rpx Mask ***** *** *** ***** 16
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metrics, as recommended in Ref. 5. The use of these met-
rics independently produces bad evaluation results.

It is important to notice that chosen properties �continu-
ity, size dependency, etc.� are intuitive. To check if these
properties are well chosen, we plan to do a subjective study.
Many people will be asked to compare several localization
results and tell us which one corresponds the best to a given
ground truth. This will enable us to see if our metrics rank-
ing corresponds to the human one, and also see if the stud-
ied properties are well chosen.

This work opens a new area of research in the analysis
of evaluation metrics for image understanding. This general
methodology could be improved by considering other alter-
ations, for example the local alteration of a contour. It could
be also possible to weight the error of a localization result
based on semantic information. For example, if we aim to
evaluate human detection algorithms, we could take into
account different parts of the body such as the head. A
localization error in the neighborhood of the head could be
penalized more strictly than near the hands, depending in
this case.
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